
 
 

 
 
Reports which appear later in the Nutshell is the way in which the teams won; silky skills and 
raw determination combining to put up an unvanquishable front against a marauding 
opposition.  Well done to the boys and thank you to all the parents who came along to lend 
their support and encouragement.  The school now has eight trophies to its name already in 
a sporting season that has only just begun. 
 

 
 
Equally impressive, and cause for much celebration, was the success recorded at the 
Thomas Trophy cross country event run at Sevenoaks last Friday.  The individual and team 
positions secured by the athletes were shared in last week’s Nutshell but such a brief 
announcement did not do justice to the athletes’ achievements.  They too battled hard not 

There was more 
sporting success at the 
weekend with the U10A 
and B teams both 
returning home with 
silverware after the St 
Michael’s Football 
Tournament.  The 
tournament always 
attracts a high caliber of 
participating teams so 
to emerge victorious in 
both the Cup and the 
Plate contests is really 
satisfying.  Equally 
pleasing to read in the  



only against the toughest opposition but also the worst the weather could throw at them.  As 
a team everyone played their part in finishing in overall third position in both the girls’ and 
boys’ events.  This is such a marked improvement from previous years, demonstrating not 
only how hard the children have trained to improve their own stamina and strength but also 
how well they knit together as a team.  Hazelwood has real depth of talent with every 
member of the team contributing to such well-deserved success and recognition.  With two 
more inter-school race meets coming up, fingers are crossed for further cause for 
celebration.  I for one am excited about what the future holds for this pool of cross country 
racing talent. 
 

I am equally looking forward to our two Open ‘Morning’ events that are scheduled for this 
term. The first is next Friday (between 10.30am and 12 noon), when both sites will be 
showcasing themselves to prospective families.  Sign up for the event is strong with more 
enquiries expected through the course of next week.  For those families, in Robins and 
Skylarks in particular, who are thinking about their child’s future educational adventure, do 
please get in touch (bursar@hazelwoodschool.com) We would love for you to join us up on 
the main site to see what we are all about.  Those Upper School pupils being primed for tour 
guide duties are being briefed on Monday so that you can be assured of a thorough and 
engaging tour of the school.   
 

Our second event is being planned for the evening of Thursday 28th November (6pm until 
7.30pm) when the school will be putting the teaching and learning of Years 7 and 8 under 
the microscope. This event is specially targeted at current parts of pupils in Years 5 and 6 
who are currently navigating the vagaries of 11+ and 13+.  From feedback received from our 
ongoing conversations, it became clear that some families wanted to see our older pupils in 
their classrooms in order to fully appreciate how teaching and learning practices change as 
the children reach the pinnacle of their Hazelwood education.  Valued feedback on which we 
are delighted to act!  We will also be extending the invitation to attend to families within the 
community who may be considering a change from state to independent education or those 
who may want a curriculum which better prepares their child for the digital age and fourth 
industrial revolution.   In advance of the full details being released, please feel free to share 
the date with any friends and neighbours who you feel may be interested in joining us.  
Thank you. 
 

 

Dear Parents 

Thursday 10th October is World Mental Health Day and we would like to mark the day by 
encouraging our pupils to embrace a #HelloYellow theme - the aim of this is to show our 
children that they are not alone with their Mental Health. Pupils will be chatting to their form 
tutors and in PSHE lessons about what Mental Health is, that we all have Mental Health and 
our focus is on keeping it healthy (like we do with our physical health) and where to go if you 
need help. We would therefore like, as we have in previous years, to encourage our pupils to 
wear a yellow accessory. This is not an item of clothing, such as a t-shirt or jumper, but 
instead an accessory such as a fresh flower, hairclip, pair of socks or tie. Something small 
and discreet. The aim is to get our pupils talking openly as this helps to raise awareness, 
eradicate the stigma that can be attached to Mental Health and know that there is always 
someone you can talk to. There is no charge for this, your support is enough. 

Many thanks.       Tallin Clayton, Head of PSHE 
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HPA Fireworks Night - Tuesday 5th November 
Gates open 6.00pm, Bonfire at 6.45pm followed by Fireworks at 7.00pm 
 
Tickets must be purchased in advance at buytickets.at/hpa.  The password will be circulated 
by form reps.  Children: £5, Adults: £9, Family of 4: £25, Hot dogs to pre-order: £2.  Drinks 
will be available to buy on the night.  Please note that the event will be held outside this year 
(we are not using the Dining Room) so wrap up warm and be prepared for all weathers! 
 
Please do not park on the main road outside the school.  Park at The National Trust Car 
Park at Limpsfield Golf Course and take the free school minibus lift service from 5.45pm or 
park in Rockfield or Uvedale Road and walk through the woods where the way will be lit by 
glowsticks.  The gate from Hazelwood Heights will also be open where tickets can also be 
checked and validated. 
 
Please note that parents are responsible for their own children.  Failure to keep them under 
close control throughout the evening may result in future events being cancelled or families 
being politely asked not to attend such high risk events. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please 
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell. 

News from The Nursery & Early Years 

The Nursery has been bustling with activity this week as the children settle into their new 
routines and grow in confidence to experience all that we have to offer across the site. The 
rooms have been very busy this week, please see below for pictures and a roundup of the 
activities that the children have been participating in. 

This week in Fledglings 1, the children have enjoyed exploring the soft play obstacle course 
and also looking at different books about Autumn.  The children have also enjoyed playing 

 

And finally, my ‘Picture of the Week’ goes 
to this shot of a young Oak swimmer. It 
captures perfectly the can-do attitude 
which prevails at Hazelwood and the trust 
which is built up between staff and pupils.   
 
There is so much to commend in this 
picture; the confidence which gives the 
child the courage to take flight, the open 
arms and support offered by Miss White in 
the water and the eye-to-eye contact 
which has been established to the 
exclusion of anything else which may be 
going on in the busy pool environment.  
 
I know the children from Oak thoroughly 
enjoy their weekly swimming lesson 
(including the exciting ride up in the 
minibus). Looking at this picture, you can 
understand why. 
 
Have a great weekend!  

http://buytickets.at/hpa


with different animals, especially the farm animals. We have also explored our new toys this 
week; the children enjoyed playing with the new sensory bags and exploring the 
mathematics blocks to create different noises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

before zooming around some paper. There has also been lots of exploratory play with 
coloured shaving foam, water and moon sand. The children have really enjoyed watching 
the different fire service vehicles in action on the iPads. 

The theme of colour has been running through all activities on offer in Upper Robins this 
week. The children have demonstrated their increasing concept of colour by colour 
recognition activities, sorting teddies by colour and a colour matching board game that also 
encouraged turn taking. We have tried to pick up multi-coloured pasta using tweezers and 
selected specifically coloured objects from a basketful of colourful items. Creatively, the 
children have finger painted rainbows and created layered rainbow jellies over the course of 
the week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The colour red has been used liberally in 
Fledglings 2 this week as the children 
explore fire engines. The children have 
painted sheets of paper to make a fire 
engine for the wall display and used pre-
cut shapes to make individual fire 
engines. Tracks have been using 
different sized cars and dipped in paint  

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week children in Lower Robins have been extremely busy discovering all about 
Robots, in particular about “a Robot with no bottom”.  Lower Robins have been exploring this 
topic through using magnets, making robots out of shapes, looking at sensory robot bags, 
building robots using shaving foam and blocks and discovering the different sizes of robots. 
Additionally, Lower Robins have been having fun programming the caterpillar robot, tin foil 
painting, junk modelling and making play-dough robots with lots of different nuts and bolts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Colour matching board game          sorting teddies by colour               pouring colourful jelly  

  

 

  

 

 

How do I make a 
robot out of 
foam and 

building bricks? 

How do magnets 
work?  Look! It’s 
like magic  

How do I paint 
on shiny tin 
foil? 

What shape shall 
I choose for the 
robot’s head? 



Skylarks have had a lovely week, carrying on with our Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ 
topic, whilst also exploring different bear books. The children have enjoyed looking at the 
book 'We're going on a bear hunt'. Bear number activities have been in full flow this week as 
well as looking at coin recognition and the children have even been paying for their snack 
using the coins! Skylarks brought in their favourite toys from home on Thursday to have a 
teddy bear picnic in the hall. The rain has not stopped us from being outside exploring the 
mud kitchen and going to forest school to make leaf crowns.  

 

This week Oak have explored bones and skeletons as their focus for 
learning.  They have constructed skeleton puzzles, working as a team. An 
often used phrase was "Team work makes the dream work" as well as 
learning the word "collaboration".  Skeletons were ordered by size, then the 
children estimated how many cubes tall they were before measuring them 
to check their accuracy.  Looking very carefully at a model of a skeleton 
they also drew some amazing pictures.  In the role-play area a doctor’s 
surgery was set up for the children to act out a variety of scenarios and 
share their own experiences.  One child was diagnosed with slugs in her 
tummy, but fortunately was given an injection to make her feel much better! 

Reminders 

Please see the following excerpts from the medication policy, paying particular attention to 

the time frames. We would be grateful if all parents followed this policy to reduce the spread 

of infection across the Early Years site: 

In the case of prescribed medication, a period of 24 hours must pass between the first dose 
being given and the child’s return to the EYFS. This is to ensure that there is no adverse 
reaction to the prescribed medicine and because the staff cannot cater for children who are 
unwell. 

 

 

All the pictures 
from Oak’s week 
appear on the 
next page and 
later in the 

Nutshell. 



 
Children who are not well should remain at home. However, if a child is feeling better, their 
temperature has been normal for 24 hours and they have not had liquid paracetamol during 
that period, they may return to nursery.  
 
Children and staff are not permitted to return to the EYFS for 48 hours after the last 
incidence of sickness or diarrhea. 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

Traffic came to a standstill in the Oak playground earlier in the week’s sunshine 



 

 
 

On the forest's ferny floor, rapid beetles scurried 
and hurried as if they were being chased by a 
fox.  Beaming, bright sun filled the wood and my 
ears were hooked to tweeting sounds.  The trunks 
were full of dark green moss and ivy.  The kind of 
ivy that itches, causes a rash and burns like 
stabbing needles.  The brown bramble bush was 
wet and fresh, ready to pick, purple as can 
be.  Acorns dropping like skydivers, jumping for the 
first time in their lives.  Underneath a firm tree root, 
minute ants build a tower of sand and dirt while a 
grumpy toad sits oddly, licking his lips, waiting for 
an unsuspecting fly to pass.  The toadstools, 
luminous blue and red, cast shadows of fairies 
walking delicately by.     Isaac J 

 

News from Hazelwood 

Marking makes merry! 

Marking is usually a Sunday chore that Mrs Steel doesn’t always relish, but not last 
weekend! Her Year 6 set have produced some of the most evocative pieces of descriptive 
writing she has yet encountered at Hazelwood.  All are worthy of a place in the 
Nutshell.  The class are reading Tuck Everlasting and were asked to write a descriptive 
piece about Treegap Wood, where the main character, Winnie Foster, finds herself.  The 
children were tasked to use ambitious vocabulary, varied and interesting sentence openers, 
plentiful figurative language and well controlled punctuation, to produce evocative pieces of 
imaginative writing.  They have certainly met the brief! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The wood was teeming with life.  It had no darkness, just light and 
goodness.  Thick, lovely green moss covered the wood as far as the eye 
could see.  The trees danced as the wind blew and the golden trunks 
glistened as the sun shone like a spot light on them.  Day by day, warmth 
entered the wood as Winter faded and Spring began to flourish. Flower buds 
bursting, beetles and bugs building their homes.  If you listened carefully you 
could almost hear the chatter of the troops, as twigs were lifted and carried 
with care and dedication.  The pear shaped raindrops that fell, brought 
freshness and life as they hit leaves and tumbled to the ground.  A welcome, 
cool drink, for woodland folk.      Ella D 
 

 



 

 

The edge of the forest is surrounded by a small 
wooden fence, with a creaky little gate on the verge of 
falling over.  Inside the forest, it is magnificent and 
filled with life.  Bugs and creepy crawlies all around, 
with the sky filled with brightly coloured 
feathered birds and the sweetest voices that dance in 
the leaves.  The sun shines, with bedazzling light, on 
the smooth forest floor.  Eventually, if you follow the 
kaleidoscopic creek, you'll find the campsite of an old 
explorer that, centuries ago, was lost and never 
found.  Some say his ghost lives in the heart of the 
forest, where he dances with the animals and where 
the sun shines directly over the top.  There are so 
many unique things about the forest that are so 
wondrous and amazing...    
      Harry B 

 

As the heavy morning fell, the sleepy forest burst into life.  The velvet green moss squirming 
on the soft, padded ground as my feet fell dreamily further into the floor that felt like quick 
sand.  Despite the dampness in the air, I could still smell the nearby rotting log which lay in 
my path, as if it had curdled.  Stretched out in front of me, I could see a tranquil, green 
blanket of endless trees…        Henry M 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As I took a step into the woods, it was a breath of fresh air that ran throughout my lungs.  
The creatures around me were so graceful, so absorbed in their own thoughts.  The squirrels 
scampered around the trees, weaving in and out of the twisted vines, as the rabbits hopped 
around their burrows, feeding on the emerald, green grass.  The forest moved to the beat of 
the birds’ song, whilst the trees danced slowly in the wind, swaying from side to side.  The 
deer galloped in the shadows of the trees only stopping to lick the sweet dew of the grass.  
  
As the sunlight slowly dimmed, all the hidden creatures came out to play.  I could hear the 
rustling of the hedgehogs crawling out of their dens, and the buzzing faded so that all you 
could hear were the owl’s hoots echoing around the forest.  The rabbits had disappeared 
back into the burrow and the deer had gone deeper into the shadows.  The wood was now 
fully silent, no more sounds of the cars or people talking outside, so all you could hear were 
the owl’s hoot echoing around the forest…      Trinny A 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y3 girls do a spot of housework! 
The U8 had their first fixtures this week. One on Tuesday against Reigate St. Mary’s and on 
Thursday against Holmewood House. We were impressed with the girls’ skills and effort 
throughout. They used their hoover technique to defend and showed grit and determination 
in abundance!          Miss Parr  

 

  

 



 
 
Victory on a Plate for U10B Football!  
Another beautiful morning greeted the u10 B for the annual St Michael’s tournament. 
A tough game up first v New Beacon where we battled hard to miss out to a late goal.  
Straight on v the Hosts saw us come away with a 1-0 win. Rose Hill A up next who were 
causing everyone problems, we dug in to earn a well-deserved 0-0 draw narrowly missing a 
chance near the end to seal the win. Hawthorns up next which is never an easy game, this 
was no different as we ground out another 0-0 draw.  
We narrowly missed out on the Cup but had the Plate to play for. The defence had been 
solid throughout conceding only 1 goal, through a string of fine saves by Harrison C and no 
nonsense defending from Henry D. 
Shooting boots now on, Thomas E and Matthew F, who also scored a magnificent header 
from a great corner from Felix B, the goals started to flow. 2-0 v Sevenoaks Prep in the semi 
and a fine 2-0 win over Hilden Grange to win the Plate.  
Great improvements in our football throughout the morning. Passing with more fluidity and 
accuracy and working hard for the team, epitomised by Thomas B outstanding contribution. 
A great reward for how hard all Year 5 boys have worked and focused so far this season.  
 
 
U10A Football claim 8th trophy of the term 
The U10A team triumphed in wonderful style at the St Michael's 5 aside tournament.  Facing 
a tough group, including New Beacon, Hawthorns, St Michael's and Sutton Valance, the 
boys combined steal, defensive efficiency and grit to top the standings with only one goal 
conceded, proceeding to the semi-finals.  The team stepped up several gears in the knock 
out phase, prevailing with relative ease in the semi-finals, but reserving their finest display 
for the final, where Yardley were dispatched 3-0, with all three goals scored in the first 5 
minutes.  This team should be commended for its skill, resilience, composure and calm; they 
embody what Hazelwood sport stands for.  Thanks to all of the parents for their outstanding 
support, but particular gratitude to Oscar R, Alex L, Jens C, Woody J, Dibbe E, and George 
W for their excellent company on a Saturday morning.  
 



  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Oak fine tune their skills! 

This week the children of Oak have demonstrated a 
wide range of skills including their adventurous colour 
mixing, their ball stopping skills and their prowess at 
first aid and patient management. Well done all! 



  
 

  
 
 
  

   

 

Year 1 go down into the woods 



Y4’s Thank You for the Music! 
The children of Y4 impressed Mrs Haydock with their song writing skills this week.  To the 
tune(ish) of Twinkle, Twinkle, the children composed lyrics all about Manners!  Not only did 
they all work well together, but they were impeccably behaved to boot!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Manners, manners are polite, 
And they make you a delight! 
We say “Thank you”, we say “Please”, 
We don’t interrupt or tease. 
We listen to people when they talk, 
We eat food with a knife and fork. 
 
We say our prayers before we eat, 
And we will get a lovely treat! 
Never sneeze on your peas, 
Don’t tumble on your crumble! 
Don’t say “Bye” when you should say “Hi” 
Be kind and you will get a better mind. 
Charlotte, Charlie, Ayesha, Jemima and 

Zac 

 

When families would normally be enjoying a 
lie-in....Emmy B was getting mum and dad 
up early on a grey, wet Sunday morning to 
travel to Clapham Common to run the 5km 
Race for Life. Running further than she has 
ever run before, in under 30 minutes Emmy 
raised £165 for Cancer Research. She 
should be very proud of this achievement. By 
all accounts, mum was struggling to keep up 
with her full-of-running daughter’s sprint 
finish! Well done Emmy. 
 

We don’t interrupt our mates, 
We don’t leave food on our plates. 
We share toys and make new friends, 
We don’t fuss and we make amends. 
 
Don’t be rude with your food, 
Or that will put us in a mood! 
We learn our manners off by heart, 
This gets us off to a very good start! 
 
Kate, Louie, Joseph, Zac and Anna 

 
 

We must use our knife and fork, 

When eating food like roast pork. 

Don’t be rude and eat your food, 

And try to be in a good mood. 

 

Always say thank you and say please, 

It’s not nice to be mean or tease. 

Always put your books in a pile, 

That will make your teachers smile. 

 

If you knock others down, 

It will make your teacher frown. 

Wash your hands before your lunch, 

Make sure you don’t eat with a loud 

crunch! 

Sophie, Isabella, Reuben, Daniel and 

Freddie 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

Surrey Schools Swimming Gala 

On Saturday Night, Michelle, Clara, Kayla, Amelie, Freddie, Oscar, Barney and 
Jacob took part in the Surrey schools swimming relay championships at Guildford. 
This was a very tough competition and they all did really well. Their challenge was to 
demonstrate some super streamlining and that is exactly what they did! The Junior 
girls’ finished 7th in their relay heats and the junior boys finished 8th and 3rd.  A 
special mention should go to Jacob for stepping into the boys’ team last minute and 
to Amélie H for competing in her first ever 50m butterfly. Well done to everyone that 
took part.        Mrs Falconer 

 

This group of Y7 
boys caught the 
eye of the teacher 
on duty not 
because they were 
playing roughly and 
being a nuisance.  
But quite the 
opposite.  She was 
impressed with how 
well they played 
together and how 
considerate they 
were to others and 
to their friend with 
the injured foot.  
Well done Jake, 
Will, Michael and 

Alex. 



 

 

 

 

 



Thomas Trophy Cross Country Success 

Last Friday we took 48 children to Sevenoaks prep for our second cross country competition 
of the week. The race was slightly different to our relays. Everyone ran at the same time and 
their overall finish position was added up to give them a final team score. All the children 
gave the race 100% of their efforts and we managed to achieve some excellent results: 

The U9 girls’ team came 3rd and the boys U11 squad came 1st with their top 6 runners all 
finishing in the first 15 positions. 

 

 

  
 

We had some exceptional individual performances: Luke Danby 3rd in the U13 Boys and 
Woody Jordan 1st in U11 boys’ race. 

With 15 schools competing in the competition all of the children did fantastically well. What 
impressed the teachers the most, were the results in the overall girls and boys competition. 
Both the girls and boys teams came 3rd overall which demonstrates the strength and depth 
of the squads. Well done to everyone that took place. 

Mrs Falconer 

 
Year 8 Show not Tell! 
Year 8 worked together collaboratively in The Box this week during their English lessons.  
They created character descriptions designed to show, not tell, the audience who their 
character was.  Each group began with a picture stimulus or title: The Home Baker, The Eco 
Warrior, and The Lounge Lizard.  

 



Stanley (absent-minded) and Sarah (motherly) were created by one group, as a couple who 
were in dire need of help.  Joris Bohnson was created by another group as an over-inflated, 
indulged business man - no pun intended to a current political individual! And finally, Stanley 
Peterson, a fastidious, law-abiding, upstanding citizen who, at every opportunity, wielded his 
influence as a Police Community Support Officer. 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

Collaborative fun was had in creating characters, with intricate and interwoven lives behind 
the surface, which will inform their creative and descriptive writing skills.  Don't tell, show! 

  

Best Foot Forward 
Following a successful fund raising venture last year, Kitty L (Y5) has kicked off the planning 
for another Ramble in aid of Children In Need for this Sunday, starting at Chartwell. 
 
The group of Year 5 girls, joined by a friend in Year 4, taking part in the Ramble for this 
worthy cause are Kitty, Abby, Isabel, Esther, Eva,  Chiara, Uma, Isabelle, Arabella and Lucy. 
We wish them the best of luck at the weekend and hope the weather stays dry.  Any support, 
for them and this most worthy cause will be most appreciated.  Well done and good luck! 
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/LYNSEYLUCAS 
 

  

 

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/LYNSEYLUCAS


Following on from the strengths and passions discussed in form time, our pupils have 
produced some beautiful pieces in both French and Spanish to use as a front page for their 
new folders. A wonderful way to link pastoral awareness with modern foreign languages. 
J’adore!         Madame le Floch 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Sparky writing from Year 4 

Following last week’s visit of Josh Seigal, pupils in Y4 have been asked to write a description 
about the walk Lila from the Firework Maker’s daughter took to Mount Merapi.  Here is one 
example which particularly caught Mrs Ford’s attention… 

 
Boldly, I crept through the deep, dark and dangerous forest. Suddenly, I heard a deafening 
sound. I froze. Cautiously, I looked around. Nothing. Slowly, I relaxed, until I heard it again. 
What was it? Once again I, looked around and then I saw it. A snake! I am not afraid of 
snakes but this one was hissing and its fangs were pointing, slithering towards me. The first 
thing that came to my mind was to swing over the snake, but what should I use?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I looked desperately around and then I saw a group of vines. As fast lightning I ran to them, 
grabbed one and leapt. I soared over the snake and land on the other side. When I tuned 
around the snake was gone. 
 
Prepared, I set off again on my journey once again (the uneven ground once in a while 
tripped me up but I kept on going). Once or twice, the great mountain rumbled and shook the 
ground. Eagerly, I carried on my journey. Chunks of smoke rose from the volcano making 
the blue sky disappear.  
 
After a while it started to rain. I got out my blanket and wrapped it around me. A chilly breeze 
blew around making the pungent smell of the jungle sway through the air. I wasn’t paying 
attention to where I was stepping so I bumped into a tree trunk. I was dizzy so I steadied self 
on a branch.          Chloe D 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Year 4 girls are on fire! 

A triumphant Thursday for the 

U9 girls who all won their 

matches against Holmewood 

House, scoring a total of twelve 

goals and only conceding one 

goal! A great effort by all and a 

lovely atmosphere in the sun. 



Sharing the literary love! ♥♥ 

Over the past two weeks, the children of Year 3 have been planning and writing a Greek 
Myth.  They have really enjoyed studying a range of different myths which have inspired 
them with lots of lovely ideas.  The children were so proud of their finished Myths that they 
walked over to the Year 2 classrooms and shared their stories with the younger 
children.  We hope that this will inspire more brilliant writers! Thank you to the Year 2 team 
for letting us come and visit!  
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News from the Kitchen 

Please don’t forget that the new menus for both Hazelwood School and the Nursery & Early 
Years are now on their respective websites under The Parents’ Sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              
 
 
 
 
 

Notice Board 

Communication sent home this week 

Dear Parents,  

The following communications have been uploaded to the Parent Information Portal and are 
now available to view if relevant to you or your child/children:  

PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link  
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL  

Year 8 - Year 8 Play Priority Booking (also emailed)  
Years 6 & 7 - HECA (Hazelwood Extra Curricular Award) Information  
Years 3-7 - Year 8 Play Ticket Booking Invitation  
 

REMINDERS/NOTICES  

Sports Fixtures  
For up to date Sports Department fixtures and team sheets, please refer to the SOCS 
website.  The password is Hazelwoodsport1 - the is now with the letter o and not zeros 

Music Lessons  
Please note that the Peripatetic staff are not responsible for collecting pupils in Years 5-8 for 
their music lessons. The first step to becoming a great musician is having discipline and 
making sure you are on time for your lesson.  In line with the Music Tuition Terms and 
Conditions, missed lessons are still chargeable.  Please kindly ensure that you and your 

The A to Z of Catering went home this week in all oldest sibling book bags. The leaflet 
lays out the vision of the Hazelwood Catering Team; initiatives we already delivering and 
those we are working towards.  We look forward to hearing your feedback.  Contact 
Steve and Charlotte on russells@hazelwoodschool.com 

 

 

 

https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL


child check the weekly music timetable (on PIP and the website) and are aware of when a 
lesson has been scheduled.  It would also help if you could support your child by checking 
that they have set an alarm for their music lesson on their school iPad if they have one or, by 
using a small wrist watch alarm.   If there are any issues with the scheduling of your child's 
lesson, please contact Mr Charlie Tappin - tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com at least 24 hours 
before the lesson is due, so that we can try to find a solution. 

 

 
Match Reports should be taken to Mrs Greenwood or emailed to her at 
headspa@hazelwoodschool.com by Friday afternoon ahead of 

assembly on Monday morning. If your child is nominated as captain, please encourage them 
to write a short report in time for the assembly. The children do like to share their successes 
with the rest of the school. Thank you. 

 

Match Reports  

mailto:tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com
mailto:headspa@hazelwoodschool.com


 



 



 

 



 

 
 



 


